Women in Wet t-shirts
By
Cha Ron K. Sattler
I pulled up next to her car. She peered out from the passenger seat, the early morning
drizzle streaming across the glass. Marissa slowly shook her head. The cool temperature
marked the first break in a hot Rochester summer. We climbed out into the dimness of
the rain to join our fellow conspirators who were likewise assessing the conditions. An
argument ensued with my fellow women – one had planned on fourteen miles, the others
had been preparing for twenty all week – and the rain was playing with our minds.
Decisions were made over how much clothes and gear to wear or leave and as we joined
the growing masses in the upper lot, we agreed to fourteen – a disappointing concession
to the rain.
Directions and short cuts were barked to the assembled as the runners hopped from foot
to foot to keep warm. The mob began to move toward the canal accompanied by the little
beeps of three dozen watches.
Considering most had to get up at 5 am to make a 6:30 start, the mood and laughter was
jovial as friends caught up on their week. For a few miles, even Slug Goddesses can stay
with the pack.
Anna caught up and the two of us fell into a comfortable trot. After the initial briefing of
the dates, roommates and other important news events, Anna stated her determination to
do twenty miles that day. I had been bragging to friends and colleagues all week about
my first BIG RUN and the thought of returning with some lame story of doing fourteen
was unsatisfactory. We agreed to try for the twenty.
Inspired by our decision, we quickened our trot up the muddy canal path to catch the rest
of the Slug Goddesses, Marissa and Carol. We informed them of our intent and were met
with a few silent plods of feet. Discussion ensued about the merits of an attempt. Carol
had not been planning on that long of a run. Rain? What’s the difference? We always
look like drowned rats at the end of our runs, so sweat or rain, we were accustomed to
pruny fingers and toes. They were in.
From Perinton, the course took us north toward Penfield. A more residential route than
we were accustomed to also meant for more traffic and more expressions of pity from the
drivers peering at us from the dry warmth of their vehicles. A few brave pedestrians
scurried under jackets, jeans and umbrellas to their destinations. The recognition that
most of the world would look at four women running in the rain as lunatics only spurred
us on. Rather than belabor the miles left to run, we challenged each other to think of the
stories that waited to be told.
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The turn! The turn on Atlantic - we were in Penfield. I commented that Atlantic was my
regular bike route out of town. We were running a bike route. The insanity and pride
lightened our steps as we continued on toward the Swamp.
Almost halfway and we were out of water in our bottles, but had no shortage of it coming
from the sky. Fortunately, the Ambulance Base waited ahead – their hospitality had
saved me on a number of rides already that summer. I ran ahead waving my bottle to a
man who peered out from the front window. He waved us in and by the time we reached
the threshold, one of the crew was holding the door for us. The men appeared delighted
for the disruption to their quiet morning. All were wearing uniforms, topped with warm
jackets. We delighted in telling them how far we had come and how far we had yet to
go. A few stretches, offers of medical attention and many laughs and we were off to run
a few more paces to the swamp with full bottles in tow.
Carol wisely remarked that four women walking in with wet t-shirts probably made their
day. (We’re still getting mileage off that observation!)
With delight, we each slapped the sign for the swamp with both hands and made the turn
back towards the coffee roaster somewhere in Bushnell’s Basin.
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